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.
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Army Alr Forces, Materiel command

NOTE OF THE INTERPRETATION OF WAKE-STJWEY DATA AND ITS

USE IN THE ~7ZMATIO?!$(E IN?XTCEDDMLG

By S. Katzoff and Robert S. Finn

~~qy

= analysis of the Irregular vert?.cal displacement
of the wake from the trailing edge of G tailless airplane
lz presente~which ~hows the existence of an effective
aerodynam.lowing twist that causes an induced drag coef-
ficient of 0.0004. The analysfa exnlalns mcst of’the
discrepancy
surveys and

between the drag detmmined from the momentum
tke drag neasuzzedon the wind-tunnel balance.

INTRODUCTION I

In a study of a tailless airplane In the NACA full-
scale tunnel, the drag eoefj?iclentdetermined from a
complete wake survey behind the airplane Was found to be
0.0007 less than that determined from the balance read-
ings, although the lift coefflclent, -0.02, was so small
that the corresponding induced drag coefficient was qul.te
negli@ble and the W!.W presumably had no aerod~amlc
twist. Investigation of the wake surveys showed, how-
ever, that regions of con~lderable downwash and upwash
exist”edat certain spanwlse positions, as indloated by
theifact that the wake at these positions was considerably
displaced above or below the level of the trallhg edge.
It was assumed, from this irregularity, that some aero-
dynamic twist existed lathe wing, either in the structure -
Itself or as a result of’qnsymetrical surface roughnesses
leading to differences in the boundary layer on the two
surfaces. Analysis of the surveys showed that the in-
duced drag arising from this irregularity was of the right
order to account for the observed discrepancy. The
analysis is briefly summarized herein,
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f=%’ - If, for simpllficatlon, the air density and
the ree-s ream velocity are assumed to be unity, the
Induced drag (kinetic energy per unit length of trailing
vortex sheet) Is given by the following equation (refer-
ence 1), evaluated in a plane perpmdlcular to the wind
direction:

where

Di

$

n

s

induced dra~

velocity potential on tralllng vortex sheet

outward normal from trailhg vortex sheet

distance along surface of vortex sheet

and the integral Is taken completely around the sheet.
The corresponding induced drag coefficient is

where” S is the wing area. For purposes of calculation,”
it may be assumed that the wake is essentially plane, so
that s may be taken as the spanwise distance and n may
be taken as the vertical distance.

The value of ?@/bn, essentially the vertical ve-
locity of the wake, Is assumed to be given by the vertical
displacement of the wake divided by the longitudinal
distance of the survey point from the trailing edge. In
order to evaluate $,- the
point 1s first obtained by
of the velocity b$/&:

*(S) =
.

stream function $– at–every
Integrating the normal componmt
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The fumtion ~(s) is now transformed to ~(e) by the

!- . . . .

m
tcjl

A.

change of variable
.... .. ...---,-.-.-!- .-

0 +1 - Cba e)

where b Is the span and s makes the
of the wake as e goes from O to 2w.

. . . ----

complete circuit
If * is now .

obtatned in the fez% af a Fourier series In 9, the “
velocity potential ~ will be given immediately as the
conjugate Fourier series (reference 2). The induced ‘
drag coefficient f.sthen obtainable directly by ln-

@tegratlng the product n around the wake.

adThe symmetry of the functions ~, ~, and ~ may

be noted: Both b4/~n and ~ have the same numerical
values, with opposite s~gn, at corresponding points
above and below the wake; and v 1s the same, with re-
gard to both numerical value and glgn, at corresponding
points.

Procedure.- A spanwise plot of the vertical locatlon
of the wake center Is shown in figure 1,.togother with
the location of the trailing edge ahead of At. From the
displacement and the longitudinal distance from the
traillng e

a
e to the plane of the surveys (about 0.25

chord), b bn was o“Dtalned(fig. 2). Numerical in-
tegration of &if/&i across the span, starting at the
left edge, gave v, which is shown plotted against e
in figure 3. Since W i.ssymmetrical with respect to
e = w (corresponding to the right edge of the wake),
only half of the curve is shown. The Fourier analysis
of ~ and the synthesis of f# from the conjugate Fourier
series were done with the aid of Runge?s computation forms
(reference 3).“ me velocity potential ~ plottbd
against s is shown in figure 4, and the product

e n plotted aga&st s is shown In figure 5. The area

of the product curve corresponds to a drag coefficient
of 0.0004. ...m .. .. .. -.......

The only difficulty in this procedure result”edfrom
the fact that an exact value was :lotavailable for the
vertical location of the
the vertloal location of

survey mechapism relative to
the wing; that is, the relative

.
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vertical locations of the two curves of figure 1 were not
accurately known. A simple criterion exists, however,
for correcting the inaccuracy; namely, the Integral of
~ across the span must correspond to the observed lift
coefficient.

Furthermore the criterion and correction aro easily aa-
plled, because the effects of a uniform vertical d~s-”
placement on the values of @/dn, *, and ~ at every
p~lnt are additive. In the present Inctanoe a displace-
ment of only 0.2 inch from the originally assumed posl-
t~on was requ~rel.to ~btain ~gregment with the observed
ltft coeffi~lent.

The value derived

DISCUSSION.

for the induced dra~ coefficient
Is somewhat less than the value of 0.0007 ~ought; the
two values differ, however, by little more than the ex-
perimental error tn the tumel maasurcments. The
analysis accounts, then, for most of the discrepancy
between the drag ccefl?icientsobt-insd from the balance
measurements and from the momentum surveys.

(?ertainessential inaccuracies are present in the
analysis. l.nobvious lack of rigor exists in the
initial assumptions that the downwash angle is uniform
between the tralllng edge and the station of measurement
and that it 1s equal, in this region, to its theoretical
ultimate value. Some further Inaccuracy results from
the assumption the.tthe wake orl~in is at the trailing
edge because, if’the boundary la~ers on the upper and
lower wing surfaces are not equally thick, the wake
origin will be displaced toward the thicker one. Ac-
cordingly the wake displacement, as obtained from fig-
ure 1, may be In error at any point by 0.2 or 0.3 inch.
The corresponding increase in the calculated Induced
drag would be relatively small. In any case, the small
sharp irregularities of the b~/& curve, some of which
may have been due to such error in locating the wake
origin, were largely washed out In the 24-point method
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used for the Fourier analysis, so that most of the small
induced drag assoolated-.withsuch irregularities was
nbt actually Included in the answers

Figure 6 shows the spanwlse angle-of-attack di.strl-
bution correspondir~ to the valuss of ~ and ~\bn:

4
m?

whore

a

c

Cz

effective Rcometric a~le of attack, degrees

local chord -

section ltft coefficient

and the two-dimensional S1OPC of the lift curve for the
sectiou Is taken as 0.1 per degree.

The high angle of attack at the center of the wing
probably results l’romthe presence of the unsymmetrical
bulge that constituted the fuselage. The pronounced
twist of the right wing seems too large to be due to
normal inaccuracies in the constmmtian, although it
mi~ht hnve resulted from excessive warping of the wooden
forms after construction. It is also possible that,
Wh6r8 the boundary layer on the upper surface has, owing
to 100al surface conditions, a different thickness from
the boundary layer on the lower surface, there will be
a change in the effective incidence. Some evidence of
such dissymmetry was given by the surveys themselves,
which showed large and irregular spanwlse var~ati.onsof
section draflcoefficient; it Is reasonable to suppose

. that the ro~hness causing such v:miatlons would not,
at every section, .beequally.dlstl’$butedon the upper
and lower surfaces.

Inspeotlon of the wake surveys taken behind two
other wings of more rigid construction failed to show
pronmnced Irregularities in the vertical location of
the wake; it is possible that the effect discussed herein

-.
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1s not a common one. It
surveys are matie,to plot
figure 1, before assuming

may be well, however, when wake
the vertical location, as In
that the momentum measurements

should check the force tests.

CO?~CLUSIONS

Analysis of the irregular vertical displacement of
the wake from the trailing edge of a tailless airplane
showed tklat the induced drag due to wlnc Irregularltles
contributed 0.0004 ta the drag caefficicnt. The analysis
explalned most of’the discr.apancybetween the drag deter-
mined from the momentum surveys and the drag measured on
the wind-tunnel balance.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., January 1, 1944.
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